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Message from 

the Chairperson 

During my year as Chairperson of Lions Clubs International Foundation
(LCIF), I had the distinct privilege of seeing Lions embracing our spirit of
service. You continue to amaze me every day. Your dedication to service is
admirable and I am proud to share your stories with Lions and the world. 

As I look back on this past year, I am overcome with gratitude. Serving at
LCIF has given me so much to be thankful for, and I would like to take
this opportunity to express that gratitude to each and every one of you.

Thank you, Lions, for your creative and meaningful work this year. When
you step out into your community, you show the world that “We Serve.”
You understand the need to serve locally and globally, and you know that
LCIF helps extend your reach. We are only able to do this because of your
unending dedication to service.

I would like to thank our LCIF Board of Trustees, LCIF multiple district
and district coordinators, district governors, district leaders and everyone
who helped promote LCIF. You have done a great job raising awareness
and increasing donations this year. 

I would also like to thank the many incredible organizations with which
we partner. Together, we are making the world a brighter, safer and more
peaceful place for everyone. These alliances allow us to reach even more
people and for that I am incredibly grateful. 

As you read this annual report, I hope you will look back fondly on this
year and take pride in knowing that your work is vital to the service that
LCIF provides. With your steadfast determination, these impactful projects
are changing lives all around the world every single day.

Thank you for allowing me to serve as your Chairperson. It has been a great
honor to represent you and LCIF, the greatest foundation in the world!

Joe Preston
LCIF Chairperson, 2015-2016

  

Front cover: Jared Brown paddles out into the

lake with the help of an adaptive kayak

launcher, a project supported by an 

LCIF standard grant and the 

Kempton Lions Club of 

Pennsylvania, USA.
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Investment & ImpaCt 
2015-2016 

US$12,994,255 to deliver eye care services, improve 51 eye care facilities and train

23,643 eye care professionals, benefitting 22,300,000 people. See page 12.

US$7,965,350 to support the vaccination of 17,400,000 children through the

Measles & Rubella Initiative and gavi, the vaccine Alliance, and to support

Lions’ social mobilization and advocacy efforts in 13 countries. See page 10.

US$9,480,060 to support Lions and other partners as they provided aid to 

approximately 500,000 victims of natural disaster and helped communities 

prepare for and recover from other disasters . See page 8.

US$13,874,392 to support Lions’ efforts to improve education, 

health care and other critical public services for 3,994,860 people 

in their own communities and those of their fellow Lions. See page 4.

To support the efforts of Lions clubs and partners in serving

communities locally and globally, giving hope and impacting

lives through humanitarian service projects and grants.

OUR MISSION 

ThANK YOU 
FOR YOUR SERvICE!

LCIF Core 
objeCtIves

SAvINg SIghT

COMBATINg MEASLES 

PROvIdINg dISASTER 
RELIEF

IMPROvINg LOCAL 
COMMUNITIES

In fiscal year 2015-2016, 

Lions, their partners and friends generously 

donated US$39.48 million to LCIF. The Foundation

awarded 453 grants totaling more than US$45.2 million. 

.......................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................................

US$1,437,287 to implement and expand Lions Quest programs in 19 countries and

geographic areas, positively impacting more than 500,000 children. See page 6.SUPPORTINg YOUTh



through its 

Humanitarian

grants, LCIF 

provides 

matching funds

to support 

Lions’ efforts 

to improve vital

public service 

institutions and

programs in 

their local 

communities. 

breaking Down barriers in jamaica

One unique way that LCIF improves local communities is through 

its partnership with Special Olympics. Opening Eyes provides vision

screenings and glasses to people with intellectual disabilities, and

“Mission: Inclusion” provides leadership opportunities for athletes,

community acceptance and health services. 

The Leos of Jamaica have actively engaged and included Special

Olympics athletes in local service projects to expand their reach. 

As part of the “Invite an Athlete” initiative, the Leos of Jamaica 

are helping break down the barriers of discrimination and stigma,

offering instead empowerment and unity. 

Through their leadership and vision, the Leos have helped transform

the perception of athletes from objects of service into agents of

service. What was once a population targeted for simple charity has,

through Leo engagement, become a population whose willingness

to serve is equally valued on a local and national stage. 

Special Olympics and Lions Clubs International continue working to

show that individuals with intellectual disabilities have core talents

and abilities that they long to offer to their communities. Both on and

off the playing field, Special Olympics athletes and Leos continue to

team up to create social inclusion, one clean beach, one basketball

game at a time. 
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ImprovInG LoCaL CommUnItIes 

providing education in south sudan

half of the population of South Sudan lives below the 

international poverty line, which is less than US$2 per

day. Ninety percent of South Sudanese women are 

illiterate, and very few people speak English, the nation’s

official language. Research by UNICEF shows a strong

positive relationship between a mother’s education and

the health of her children. South Sudan has the highest

maternal mortality rate and the lowest female literacy

rate in the world. LCIF awarded a Core 4 grant to Literacy

at the Well (LATW) to provide literacy education for 

more than 1,000 girls and women each week and to train

literacy teachers. Police officers and health workers also

attend classes. 

“Leos have the chance, not to change the world when they get older, but to

change the world now. And it’s as simple as playing a game and showing 

someone who otherwise would be excluded that they belong. It’s a 

very big, powerful gift.”

–Tim Shriver, Chairman, Special Olympics

1949-2016

Lion Abhey Oswal showed

tremendous dedication to 

improving the lives of people

in India and throughout the

world. Mr. Oswal believed that

everyone must do something

of value for humanity, some-

thing to make the world a

better place. His unending

support of LCIF has helped 

to expand service for many

years, and his legacy will live

on for years to come, as the

Oswal Family has pledged to

fund special projects with

LCIF, including three in India,

Kenya and Korea. The Oswal

Family is committed to 

making a difference globally. 

~In Loving

Memory~
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Fulfilling basic needs in turkey

LCIF awarded a US$60,000 refugee assistance grant to the Lions of district 118-R in Turkey.

A total of 54 Lions clubs worked together to purchase 2,000 backpacks and fill them with

blankets, undergarments, towels, hygiene products, bottled drinking water, and numerous

other supplies. These unisex backpacks were packed by the Lions themselves and given to

the Turkish Coast guard, who distributed them to refugees who were rescued at sea. The

refugees travel with very little and, when rescued, typically have lost whatever they were 

carrying. The backpacks were used to meet immediate needs for those rescued and receiving

shelter in Turkey. 

Through the end of 2015-2016 fiscal year, LCIF awarded nearly US$600,000 for refugee relief

and assistance programs. The Lions of Turkey have shown tremendous dedication to assisting

refugees. They are not only providing basic necessities; they are also providing counseling,

legal services, education and leisure activities. Lions in many other countries are also working

diligently to provide refugees with the items and services they need most. 

Changing Lives in Kenya

LCIF and Lions are working to reduce poverty. Through

microenterprise, small loans are awarded to individuals 

to help them purchase supplies and equipment needed 

to start their own businesses. These individuals are then

able to provide for themselves and their families, and 

to contribute to their communities. LCIF believes that 

microenterprise is an important opportunity to support

and promote economic well-being for men and women

who live at or below the poverty level, have limited skills

and wish to improve their financial situation. 

The Lions of district 411-A in Kenya, in partnership with

ASA Kenya, secured a microenterprise grant from LCIF 

to help women in and around Kibera. The program is 

empowering women not only to care for their families, 

but to build sustainable futures for themselves. ASA Kenya

is a non-profit organization that provides microfinance 

options to people who cannot take advantage of traditional

credit opportunities.

providing education

and Clean Water in

Cambodia

The Lions of district 356-F in

Korea received a US$30,000

Standard grant from LCIF.

Chung Spean Primary School,

located in Chung Spean 

village in Siem Reap Province,

Cambodia, was in critical need of an expansion. The school did not

have enough space for its more than 200 students and Lions felt the

environment was not conducive for learning. The Lions traveled to

Cambodia to build the new classroom building. They also installed 

a water well, which is providing clean water to the students and the

entire village. This project is expected to benefit more than 200 

students and 500 community members each year. The district 356-F

Lions, together with the local Siem Reap Angkor Wat Lions Club,

will provide ongoing support as needed. 

“With the new school, we hope more children will get the education

they need and grow up to be competent citizens to further develop

Cambodia. And with the new water system, we hope community

members can live healthier and contribute back to the society.”

–Past District Governor Sa-Jo Chung, Korea
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Local Lions’ involvement is key to Lions Quest’s 

success, and over the last 20 years, Finnish Lions

have raised more than US$6 million to support 

and grow Lions Quest. The Finnish government 

has recognized Multiple district 107’s program 

as a leader in educational curricula for children, 

and the Ministry of Education and Culture even

awarded Md 107 a grant to conduct teacher 

training workshops.

Finnish Lions have expanded Lions Quest beyond

the traditional classrooms to focus on youth sports.

Trained in much the same way teachers are, coaches

encourage good sportsmanship, teamwork and

conflict resolution. 

Finnish Lions have become global leaders in the 

research of SEL. In collaboration with the University

of helsinki, Md 107 conducted a study that showed

that Lions Quest training is effective at building

teachers’ ability to develop social and emotional

skills in their students. This research was published

in the European Journal of Social and Behavioural

Sciences. 

Lions leaders in Finland work with local Lions on

Lions Quest, serving as an example of what can 

be achieved when Lions are committed to a goal. 

scoring Goals in Finland

succeeding in serbia

LCIF is now in collaboration with the United Nations Office on

drugs and Crime (UNOdC) on a pilot project in Serbia. The

UNOdC has a global drug prevention program that includes 

creating and sharing drug prevention guidelines, as well as 

conducting family- and school-based prevention training. Lions

Quest is the UNOdC’s first school-based prevention partner. 

As the first private/NgO funder of the project, LCIF awarded

US$100,000 to begin the collaboration in Serbia, which is 

currently underway. To date, more than 75 teachers have been

trained to implement the program with more than 1,800 students.

The project is important not only to Lions Quest but also to the

global drug prevention community. Lions know that Lions Quest

curriculum builds pro-social skills to enhance drug prevention

among youth. This project in Serbia is an opportunity to show 

the world the impact local volunteers can have when they team

up with Lions Quest. The program has been so successful 

that the LCIF Board of Trustees approved US$250,000 

in additional funding to expand the program to 

Macedonia (FYROM) and Montenegro. 

sUpportInG YoUtH

Lions Quest, a social 

emotional learning (SEL)

program, promotes a 

caring, safe, well-managed,

and participatory learning

environment. The program

allows students to develop

the skills to deal with 

emotions constructively,

make responsible decisions, 

and set positive goals that

lead to healthy, responsible

lives free from the harm of

drug abuse, bullying and 

violence. Lions Quest has

trained more than 600,000

educators reaching more

than 14 million students in

96 different countries.

“Sport provides us with a wonderful 

opportunity to raise citizens who care

about others and take them into 

account. Lions Quest is exactly what we

need to help us work toward this goal

and to provide support to coaches.” 

–Jani Komulainen, professional baseball

player and junior coach, U20 ice hockey

team, Finland

LCIF’s Lions Quest program teaches character education, 

bullying prevention, drug awareness and service-learning 

to students from kindergarten through grade 12. 



It is not unusual for teachers to send 

students to the school principal’s office

when they misbehave. It is not customary,

however, for teachers to refer students to

the principal for commendable behavior.

It is even less likely for a teacher to send

an entire middle school class to the 

principal for such behavior. But that is just what Leah Roberts did to her

7th grade writing class.

“We’re learning to break through our shyness and share our writing, and

one young man is struggling severely. When I encouraged him to share,

he began to cry. But the entire class chanted his name and showed sincere

compassion until he at least let me share his work for him. Not a single

snicker, only outstanding praise.”

Ms. Roberts credits Lions Quest with teaching her students enthusiasm,

sincerity, integrity, respect, citizenship and, above all else, compassion.

Lions Quest teaches Compassion

Continuing to Grow

Thanks to a US$300,000 grant from the Novo Foundation, Lions

Quest updated the program’s curriculum and training materials.

As part of the collaborative project, Lions Quest launched a

large-scale implementation in the Eagle Mountain Saginaw

(EMS) Independent School district in Fort Worth, Texas, USA.

The school district served as one of the launch implementers 

of the newly revised curriculum. The ongoing partnership with

Novo also includes a scientific evaluation of the program’s 

effectiveness, further positioning Lions Quest and LCIF as a

leader in the field of SEL research and implementation.  

“I like these classes and what I like about them is they

teach us many skills about how we should cope with

the beginning of our teenage [years] and how we

should behave at that time and what we should do.” 

–Luka Bekić, 4th grade Lions Quest student, Serbia
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provIDInG DIsaster reLIeF
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the LCIF emergency

grant program 

provides financial 

support to Lions 

and other partners 

engaged in disaster 

response and 

recovery efforts. 

major Catastrophe

grants provide 

significant funds for 

catastrophes with 

major international 

impact. 

Keeping education afloat 

in paraguay

When destructive floods hit Paraguay in 

december 2015, more than 130,000 people

were displaced. As relief workers and supplies

poured in, LCIF provided a US$200,000 Major

Catastrophe grant. Part of that grant money

was used to provide mobile classrooms to

serve the 17,000 students affected by the

flood. The Ministry of Education, in partnership

with UNICEF and supported by LCIF, provided

seven of these classrooms. They are made of

durable materials and designed to stay 10 

degrees cooler than the outside temperature.

Each classroom can accommodate 50 students.

Natural disasters occur in every corner

of the world and devastate families

and entire communities. When natural

disasters strike, Lions are among the

first to offer relief, coming to the aid of

their neighbors even though they may

be victims themselves. That dedication

to serving others is what being a Lion

is all about. 

“I am thankful for this 

collaborative effort to 

find a solution to a difficult

situation, the displacement

of our communities’ homes

and schools.” 

–Marta Lafuente, Ministry 

of Education, Paraguay

offering aid in the Western pacific

Typhoon Soudelor devastated the Western Pacific region and claimed dozens of lives

in late July/early August 2015. Millions of families were left without water, electricity 

or shelter. The storm caused monsoon rains, high winds, flooding and landslides

throughout the region. LCIF responded immediately with a US$10,000 Emergency

grant, awarded to the Lions of district 204 Micronesia for relief efforts in Saipan. A

US$200,000 Major Catastrophe grant was awarded to Multiple district 300 Taiwan to

assist with both immediate needs

and long-term reconstruction.
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putting the pieces back together in ecuador

On April 16, 2016, a 7.8 magnitude earthquake ravaged the

northern coastal region of Ecuador. Nearly 700 people perished

and more than 27,000 were injured. LCIF awarded a US$150,000

Major Catastrophe grant for immediate and long-term relief and

reconstruction work following the quake. Lions worked diligently

to distribute food, clean drinking water, blankets and clothing to

the people who needed them most. They raised funds locally to

collect and distribute relief materials as quickly as possible. Lions

will build 42 homes in the cities of Chone, Jama, and Pedernales,

which were the hardest hit areas. 

Lions are connected to their communities and remain active in relief

efforts long after immediate needs have been met. Community 

Recovery grants provide up to US$20,000 for short-term clean-up

and repair efforts in situations where other organizations have 

already addressed immediate needs. The objective is for Lions to

focus on select groups with specific unmet needs where gaps in 

relief services have been identified in the community.

In March 2016, a hailstorm damaged the roof of a hospital in a

bustling city in southern Brazil. The resulting leaks destroyed 

much of the hospital’s surgical tools. The Lions of district Ld-6 

used a US$20,000 Community Recovery grant to replace the 

damaged anesthesia machine, vital signs machine, surgery lamp 

and other surgical equipment.

Finding Innovative Ways to offer assistance

“I used to think Lions

were just about meetings

and eye tests and that

sort of thing. This

demonstrates that you

guys are big, you’re out

there, you’re willing to

help. We just really 

appreciate it.” 

–Will Keczkemethy, 

disaster beneficiary, USA

“To be able to put a smile on 

somebody’s face means a lot to me.”
–Lion June Phillips, USA



CombatInG measLes

LCIF provides 

financial and 

volunteer support

to reduce measles

deaths worldwide

by increasing 

access to measles 

immunization

where needed

most.
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Through the One Shot, One Life: Lions Measles Initiative, Lions are an

integral part of international efforts to end measles. In 2013, LCIF 

partnered with gavi, the vaccine Alliance, to protect millions of children

against measles where vaccines are needed the most. Through fiscal

year 2015-2016, LCIF has provided US$17.5 million toward our US$30 million commitment to

gavi.  Lions have supported measles and measles-rubella campaigns with the Measles & Rubella

Initiative and gavi through social mobilization and advocacy. LCIF funds provided to gavi will 

be matched by the United Kingdom’s department for International development and the Bill &

Melinda gates Foundation, bringing the total to US$60 million. By the end of 2017, it is expected

that Lions and LCIF will have mobilized a total of more than US$85 million to fight measles.

According to the World health Organization (WhO), measles deaths have been reduced by 71%

since 2001. Alongside gavi, the vaccine Alliance, Lions clubs have worked with the Measles &

Rubella Initiative to support this reduction. Recent experience shows that failure to vaccinate

enough children against measles can result in serious outbreaks. gavi’s 2016-2020 measles-

rubella strategy will focus on increasing access and coverage of routine immunization as well as

improving the quality of immunization campaigns carried out. By 2020, more than 700 million

children in 49 countries are expected to be immunized against measles and rubella. 

protecting Families in Zimbabwe

In September 2015, LCIF, the Lions of Zimbabwe and gavi partnered with Zimbabwe’s

Ministry of health and Child Care on a five-day catch-up campaign to provide 5.2 million

children with measles-rubella vaccines and vitamin A supplements. The Ministry of health

and Child Care coordinated the campaign, gavi supplied millions of vaccinations and 

vitamin supplements, and Lions took to the streets to mobilize volunteers and spread

the word about the campaign. 

With the help of a US$100,000 grant from LCIF, Lions in Zimbabwe blanketed the airways,

roadways and even cellphones with reminders about the campaign. To spread the word

to families without access to television or radio, Lions and Leos teamed up to canvas

marketplaces and other public spaces with fliers. 

Increasing awareness in Kenya

The Lions of Chania Falls and Kilimambogo gathered in Thika Town

to kickoff African vaccination Week, part of World Immunization

Week. Lions used a US$115,000 grant from LCIF for advocacy and

social mobilization efforts leading up and during the measles-rubella

campaign. Their campaign roadshow traveled over 1,000 kilometers

across central Kenya, raising awareness in communities of the 

importance of immunization and the upcoming vaccination campaign.

Lions helped to successfully immunize 18 million children between

the ages of 9 months and 14 years during this gavi-supported

measles-rubella campaign.



What is social mobilization?

“We saw an advert in the newspaper 

and we felt that it’s our duty as parents 

to make sure [our] kids are vaccinated against the

measles. It has benefited us immensely because it

is just a short distance from where we stay and also

it is free of charge. The support is fantastic.” 

–Parent of children who were vaccinated during the 

campaign, Zimbabwe

Perhaps Lions’ biggest contribution to the fight against measles and

rubella comes in the form of social mobilization. Social mobilization 

is a form of advocacy that Lions do very well! 

Around the world, Lions are on the ground actively working to stop 

the spread of measles. Lions know their communities, and they know

how to make an impact in those communities. Local Lions actively 

engage in social mobilization and advocacy to raise awareness about

the dangers of measles and the benefits of vaccines. 

Lions go door-to-door, speaking to the parents of young children and

educating them. Lions host parades and purchase radio advertisements

to promote vaccination campaigns. They canvas their neighborhoods,

affixing posters and passing out flyers. Lions speak to local and national

officials, community members and clergy to increase the number of

vaccination advocates and work with partners to reach even the most 

remote areas. They sponsor radio ads, television debates, mobile public

announcements, and street theater. Lions organize inauguration 

festivities and serve as volunteers at vaccination centers. 

Social mobilization provides Lions the opportunity for hands-on work

to fight measles and rubella within their own communities, and it is 

an important part of LCIF’s partnership with Gavi.
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savInG sIGHt

taking steps to end trachoma

LCIF has been fighting trachoma, in partnership

with the Carter Center, since 1999. In 2015, LCIF

joined the Carter Center, Pfizer, the International

Trachoma Initiative and other partners to celebrate

the 500 millionth dose of Zithromax® (azithromycin)

tablets, an antibiotic used to treat trachoma in

certain countries. This milestone marked a

significant achievement in global efforts to help

eliminate this preventable eye disease as a public

health threat by 2020. 

Lions save sight in

many ways. LCIF

supports their 

sight-saving efforts

through programs

like sightFirst, which

helps Lions build

comprehensive 

eye care systems 

in underserved 

communities, and

care for those who

are blind or visually

impaired. 

addressing pediatric Low vision 

in el salvador

The Lions of district d-2 in El Salvador received

a SightFirst grant for US$53,601 to support the

expansion of the National 

Program for Pediatric Low 

vision at the National 

Children’s hospital Benjamin

Bloom. The grant facilitated 

infrastructure upgrades at the

hospital and human resource

training for 28 eye care profes-

sionals, which will lead to an 

increase in services for at least

225 new pediatric patients

within the first two years. Lions

participate in eye health awareness workshops lead by the International 

Association for the Prevention of Blindness (IAPB) and have played a supporting

role in creating and distributing low vision educational materials and visual

aids. As a result of this project, the Faculty of Medicine at the University of 

El Salvador has reached an agreement with the National Children’s hospital

to facilitate the ongoing training of optometry students to provide low 

vision services.

The Gift of Sight

In 1959, the Lions Clubs of Oregon (Multiple District
36) established the Oregon Lions Sight and Hearing
Foundation (OLSHF) to provide sight and hearing 
assistance statewide. Through their network of 
partners and other health care providers, OLSHF 
provides eye and ear screenings, treatment and even
surgery to 75,000 people every year. With the help 
of a SightFirst grant, OLSHF continues to reach those
most in need of eye care services, like Jackie. “My

first pair of real
glasses at 66! This
is the best present
ever!” cried Jackie.
“Thank you so
much for helping
me!” 

“The LCIF partnership with the Carter Center is critical to our success in fighting the blinding scourge of

trachoma. This partnership has shown what can be done, not only as pioneers in mass scale Zithromax®

(azithromycin) distribution to prevent trachoma, but also in assisting over 550,000 persons since 2001 in

receiving sight saving surgery. That is over 550,000 persons that will not go blind! This partnership exem-

plifies the power of working together to make positive changes - together we are stronger and can work

harder for those in the greatest need.”

–Kelly Callahan, Director of the Trachoma Control Program, the Carter Center 
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Funding research for blindness prevention

With funds raised through Campaign SightFirst II, SightFirst is able to support

new project areas aimed at providing “vision for all.” These include vision 

rehabilitation and education for those who are blind or have low vision, as well

as vision research initiatives. While research is different from traditional Sight-

First strategies of service delivery and capacity building, it has the potential to

improve these core program activities and enhance blindness prevention efforts

worldwide. during 2015-2016, SightFirst awarded US$460,000 in research grants,

funding several studies, including a “Rapid Assessment of Avoidable Blindness

in the Maldives and Timor Leste,” at the University of hyderabad, India.

supporting service Delivery in India

The Lions of district 323-g2 received a US$415,434 grant to support the

Sadguru Netra Chikitsalaya and Sagduru Sankalk Netra Chikitsalaya eye

hospitals in Madhya Pradesh. This grant supports human resource training,

service delivery, eye health education and infrastructure upgrades to 

enhance diagnostic and surgical capacity in their diabetic retinopathy units.

These upgrades will benefit 18,750 patients within two years.

Capacity building in Cameroon

A grant of US$1,148,905 was awarded to the Lions of Cameroon and the

Organisation pour la Prévention de la Cécité (OPC, a French NgO working

in blindness prevention in French-speaking Africa) to support a pilot 

comprehensive eye care project in the Center and Littoral regions of

Cameroon. The grant is supporting human resource training, infrastructure

upgrades and service delivery. It is estimated that 7.5 million people will

benefit from this project. 

“SightFirst has been a most valued partner in enhancing knowledge and skills

through the educational programmes provided by the Lions Ophthalmology 

Educational Center in Prague, Czech Republic. Since 2002, over 1,600 eye care

professionals from Central and Eastern Europe have been trained. SightFirst

support has resulted in the far-reaching improvements in the range and quality

of eye care services in the region.” 

–Dr. Pavel Kuchynka, Chair of Ophthalmology, Charles University Eye Clinic 

and Teaching Hospital

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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during 2015-2016, LCIF and Anthem Foundation launched a 

national U.S. partnership that supported the Lions-Anthem 

Foundation healthy heroes initiative to help improve the health 

of communities across the United States.

“We’re proud to join forces with Lions Clubs International Foundation,

and the hard working Lions who are serving throughout the country,

to improve the communities we all call home,” says Lance Chrisman,

Anthem Foundation Executive director. 

Anthem Foundation is the philanthropic arm of Anthem Inc., a 

health benefits company. Since its establishment, the foundation 

has granted more than US$165 million in grants to organizations 

that support their healthy generations program. 

This Lions-Anthem healthy heroes partnership provided a total of

US$250,000 in support of Lions-led humanitarian projects providing

equipment and infrastructure upgrades. The projects were launched

in late 2015 and early 2016 and supported critical community projects

that promote healthy, active lifestyles and wellness in select cities

across the USA. To empower individuals with disabilities to become

more independent, grants provided equipment and upgrades for

seven projects, serving an estimated 32,000 people.

In addition, as part of this partnership, more than 2,000 Anthem 

associates nationwide rolled up their sleeves to support the Lions-

Anthem volunteer days, a month of service in October resulted in

more than 10,000 volunteer hours. Together, they served by planting

trees, cleaning up and renovating public parks, schools, community

centers, shelters, community health clinics, and more through 38

projects in 17 cities.

anthem Foundation

johnson & johnson vision Care associates turned sFK Champions

On November 27, 2015, Past district governor

Nigel Jeny from Sydney, Australia, received

a telephone call asking if he would be able to

stop by the Johnson & Johnson vision Care–

ANZ office in Ultimo, New South Wales (NSW).

“I really didn’t know if this would be the 

normal meet-and-greet or PowerPoint 

presentation. But when I arrived, the Area

vice President for all of Asia Pacific region,

Jorge Pinedo, and a local Johnson & Johnson

team invited me to accept a very generous

donation to our joint Sight for Kids program

on behalf of LCIF,” said Pdg Jeny. Their 

“presentation” was a check presented for

AU$13,300 (nearly US$10,000). It costs just

US$0.25 to screen one child through Sight

for Kids, so those funds will go a long way –

both literally and figuratively. Their support

will bring Sight for Kids to nearly 40,000 

students in Kolkata, located nearly 9,000

kilometers away from Ultimo. 

For years, the JJvC-ANZ team has focused

most of its support on the Sight for Kids

Kolkata program working in greater West

Bengal, India.

Since the Sight for Kids program started in

2005, it has reached more than 1.3 million

underserved school children in greater

Kolkata with free eye health education and

vision screening and professional eye exams

and treatment, as needed. 

The World health Organization estimates

that uncorrected refractive error (URE) is the

leading cause of visual impairment in school-

aged children (5–15 years old) as well. half

of all cases of refractive error (nearsighted-

ness, farsightedness and astigmatism) in the

world remain undetected and untreated.

URE in children is most common at critical

stages of adolescence, where poor visual

acuity can impede cognition, ability to learn

and fully participate and perform in educa-

tional as well as social settings. 

Across Asia, Kenya and Turkey, the Sight 

for Kids innovative school-based program

mobilizes teachers and volunteers to provide

eye health education, and high quality vision

screenings for low income children and 

referral care to access professional treatment,

including eyeglasses. Since 2002, more than

24 million children have been reached through

Sight for Kids, thanks in part to JJvC’s dedi-

cated associates and grants of US$3.5 million

to date. Today, this collective support has

made Sight for Kids one of the world’s

largest school-based eye health education,

screening and referral outreach programs.

“Their efforts really demonstrate the values

and the quality of our partnership – that our

joint efforts span many continents, countries

and kilometers to help overcome local barriers

to healthy sight,” said Pdg Jeny. 
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Lions clubs around the world also partner with many
local and national governments, ministries of health
and education, businesses, non-profits and other
local groups and service organizations. These local
alliances are vital as Lions develop and implement
humanitarian service projects in their communities
with the support of LCIF.

“at anthem we are committed to supporting community

initiatives that help create a healthier generation of 

americans. We’re proud to join forces with Lions Clubs 

International Foundation, and the hard working Lions 

who are serving throughout the country, to improve the

communities we all call home.” 

Lance Chrisman

Executive Director, Anthem Foundation

“our mission is simple: We help people see. We are

thrilled to give back in these eight communities, 

including three cities where we’re located. this pilot

with the Lions Clubs is an opportunity to see out our

mission by expanding access to eye care and eyewear

to those most in need.” 

Connie Vavricek

Corporate Communications Director, VSP Global

“Giving the measles vaccine to children is one of the 

simplest things we can do to protect them from the 

disease and its dreadful consequences. the funds raised

by Lions members and matched by the UK will mean 

that millions of children will lead healthier and happier

lives, able to better contribute to their communities.” 

Justine Greening

UK Secretary of State for International Development 

“We are grateful for the continued and generous 

commitment of Lions Clubs International and its members

to improving the health of the world’s poorest children.

this partnership will help us urgently reach all children, 

no matter where they live, with the vaccines they need.” 

Bill Gates

Co-Chair & Trustee, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

Aruna Abhey Oswal Trust

The Carter Center

gavi, the vaccine Alliance

garvan Institute of Medical Research

Measles & Rubella Initiative

Queen Elizabeth diamond Jubilee Trust

Rexton

Special Olympics International

United Nations Office on drugs and Crime (UNOdC)

United Nations International Childrens Fund (UNICEF)

World health Organization

the following collaborative partners receive LCIF

support and work closely with local Lions clubs:

Vision Care

LCIF is proud to partner with corporations, foundations, governments

and NgOs that share our humanitarian spirit and dedication to

improving lives. Working with these partners leverages our shared 

resources. Partnerships enable LCIF and local Lions clubs to have 

a greater impact as we work together to develop comprehensive 

local eye care systems, empower persons with visual impairment 

and blindness, fight preventable deaths from measles and rubella,

provide disaster preparedness and relief, support youth, and improve

communities around the world.

LCIF’s partners

oUr partners saY It best:
these partners 

provide 

significant 

support for

LCIF programs

and projects:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The Chairperson’s Circle recognizes individuals who supported LCIF at the highest level

over the previous fiscal year. Members of the Chairperson’s Circle are recognized at the

Platinum, gold, Silver and Bronze levels. The sustained support of the Chairperson’s

Circle will enable LCIF to continue its important humanitarian work for years to come.

tHanK
YoU

LCIF would like to thank the

Lions of District 300-e1for

their unwavering support in

2015-2016. this marks the

first time every Lion in a 

district has made a gift to

LCIF in a single year. 

Li-Yun Chen, Md 300 Taiwan

Mei-Chin Chen, Md 300 Taiwan

Jang-Woo Cheon, Republic of Korea 

Wen-Ching Chi, Md 300 Taiwan

hao Chiang, Md 300 Taiwan

I-Lang Cho, Republic of Korea

Chang-hwan Choi, Republic of Korea

Chang-Mook Choi, Republic of Korea

Jung-Yul Choi, Republic of Korea

Jung-Chia Carl Chou, Md 300 Taiwan

Li-hua Chou, Md 300 Taiwan

Chia-heng Chung, Md 300 Taiwan

Richard davis, United States

Shunji Enomoto, Japan

Kazuhiro Fujii, Japan 

Lingxin gao, China

gil-Sun go, Republic of Korea

M.A. hassan, Bangladesh

Mei-Shu Kuo hsieh, Md 300 Taiwan 

Che-Lun hsu, Md 300 Taiwan

denny hsu, Md 300 Taiwan

Kun-hai hsu, Md 300 Taiwan

Shiu-Chih hsu, Md 300 Taiwan

Ming-Te hu, Md 300 Taiwan

hsi-Feng huang, Md 300 Taiwan

hsiu-Tzu huang, Md 300 Taiwan 

Mei-Li huang, Md 300 Taiwan

Ming-Tsung huang, Md 300, Taiwan

Tzong huang, Md 300 Taiwan

Jin-Chang hwang, Md 300 Taiwan

Kazuo Iwasaki, Japan

Michael Jan, Md 300 Taiwan 

Martin Jetter, germany

Chun-Mo Kang, Md 300 Taiwan 

Myung-Young Kang, Republic of Korea

Yoon-Sung Kang, Republic of Korea

Teruaki Kashiwazaki, Japan

Suketaro Kato, Japan

hideyuki Kayamori, Japan

Bong-gee Kim, Republic of Korea

hong-ho Kim, Republic of Korea

Jong-Seok Kim, Republic of Korea

Sang-Chul Kim, Republic of Korea

Sun-ho Kim, Republic of Korea

hideki Kitahata, Japan

Kentaro Kitano, Japan

Masatake Koyama, Japan

Tien-Li Kuo, Md 300 Taiwan

Yung-Yu Kuo, Md 300 Taiwan

Oh-hung Kwon, Republic of Korea  

Chuen Lee, Md 300 Taiwan

hak-Choon Lee, Republic of Korea

hung-Ying Lee, Md 300 Taiwan

In-Soo Lee, Republic of Korea

Joo-Sub Lee, Republic of Korea

Mu-deok Lee, Republic of Korea

Soon-gil Lee, Republic of Korea

Tsai-Chiu Lee, Md 300 Taiwan

Tsai-Yuan Lee, Md 300 Taiwan

Ping Li, China

Chun-Te Liang, Md 300 Taiwan

Fang-Ching Liao, Md 300 Taiwan

hsiu-Lien Liao, Md 300 Taiwan

Che-hung Lin, Md 300 Taiwan

hsi-Chien Lin, Md 300 Taiwan

Kuo-Jung Lin, Md 300 Taiwan

Su-Chu Lin, Md 300 Taiwan 

Tang-Lai Lin, Md 300 Taiwan

Tien Sheng Lin, Md 300 Taiwan 

Ching-Yuan Liu, Md 300 Taiwan

Somsakdi Lovisuth, Thailand 

Wan-hsuan Lu, Md 300 Taiwan

Shyam Malpani, India

Sunita Malpani, India

Jesus Mata, United States

Isao Matsuoka, Japan

Rohit Mehta, India

harumasa Mihara, Japan

Yoshio Mizobuchi, Japan

J. Frank Moore III, United States

M. Nagarajan, India

Yoshiko Nakamura, Japan

Nobuo Nishiki, Japan 

Yasutaka Noka, Japan

Sakiko Odaka, Japan 

In-Kyo Oh, Republic of Korea

Akira Okamoto, Japan

hiroji Okumura, Japan

Masaaki Omori, Japan

Chin-Shih Ou, Md 300 Taiwan

Chun-Ming Pan, Md 300 Taiwan

Bong-Eun Park, Republic of Korea

In-Sun Park, Republic of Korea

gerry Robbins, United States

Koichi Sakurai, Japan

Yoshiyuki Sato, Japan

Yoshio Satoh, Japan

Chen-Fu Sun, Md 300 Taiwan

Chikao Suzuki, Japan

Noboru Takahashi, Japan

Toshio Takai, Japan

Noriyuki Takano, Japan

Yuichi Tanaka, Japan

Ming-Chin Tang, Md 300 Taiwan

Marthyn Ting, Singapore

Yi-Chang Tsai, Md 300 Taiwan 

Yao-Ling Tso, Md 300 Taiwan

Koji Tsurushima, Japan

Jui-Yang Tung, Md 300 Taiwan

Elmer Wang, Md 300 Taiwan

Ching-Chuan Wu, Md 300 Taiwan

haruo Yamada, Japan

Kishima Yamamoto, Japan

Seiki Yamaura, Japan

Fu-Yu Yang, Md 300 Taiwan

Shu-hui Yang, Md 300 Taiwan

Tsan-hwang Yang, Md 300 Taiwan

Tsung-han Yang, Md 300 Taiwan

Nobuo Yasaka, Japan

Katsuyuki Yasui, Japan

Yoshikazu Yonezawa, Japan

Jun-ho Yoon, Republic of Korea

Sung-Chul Yoon, Republic of Korea

huei-Mine Yu, Md 300 Taiwan 

Shih-I Yu, Md 300 Taiwan

Xiaoyan Zhuang, China

thank you to the generous

donors who supported LCIF

in fiscal year 2015-2016.

through your generosity,

LCIF was able to help Lions

change lives and make a 

difference around the world

for millions of people.

pLatInUm LeveL
Us$100,000 – Us$249,999
Yu-Chuan Chang, Md 300 Taiwan

Wen-Lung hsiao, Md 300 Taiwan

hsin-han hsu, Md 300 Taiwan

Magnet Lin, Md 300 Taiwan

Aruna Oswal, India

Ting-Yu Ssu, Md 300 Taiwan

GoLD LeveL
Us$50,000 – Us$99,999
hung-Wei Chang, Md 300 Taiwan

Po-Kuang Chang, Md 300 Taiwan

Ta-Lung Chiang, Md 300 Taiwan

Myung-Soo ha, Republic of Korea

Kang-In Lee, Republic of Korea

Yoshinori Nishikawa, Japan

hui-Yi Wu, Md 300 Taiwan

Tomoaki Yamanita, Japan

sILver LeveL
Us$25,000 – Us$49,999

Charlie Chan, Singapore

Ling-hsun Chao, Md 300 Taiwan

Chia-Tien Chen, Md 300 Taiwan

Yi-Tu Cheng, Md 300 Taiwan

Liang-Chin Chiu, Md 300 Taiwan

Soon-Tak Choi, Republic of Korea

Ichiro harita, Japan

Chin-huang ho, Md 300 Taiwan

Pi-Ying ho, Md 300 Taiwan

hsiu-Jung huang, Md 300 Taiwan

No-Jin Jung, Republic of Korea

Shinji Kayamori, Japan

Sun-Bong Kim, Republic of Korea

Young-Ja Lee, Republic of Korea

Chin-hsiang Mao, Md 300 Taiwan

Emiko Nishimura, Japan

Shingo Onodera, Japan

Lewis Quinn, United States

Jae-Won Seo, Republic of Korea

Mei-Feng Shen, Md 300 Taiwan

Shigeharu Shibuta, Japan

Toshio Tanaka, Japan

Chi-Tsan Wang, Md 300 Taiwan

Joo-hwan Yang, Republic of Korea

Kuan-hung Yeh, Md 300 Taiwan

bronZe LeveL
Us$10,000 – Us$24,999
Kazishige Abe, Japan

Kazutomi Akiba, Japan

Shoichi Anzawa, Japan

Tebebe Berhan, Ethiopia

Sven Berntsen, Norway

Jitendra Bhowmik, Bangladesh

hao-hsiang Chang, Md 300 Taiwan

Johnny C.C. Chang, Md 300 Taiwan

Kuo-Rong Chang, Md 300 Taiwan

Rui-Tai Chang, Md 300 Taiwan

Yu-Yin Chang, Md 300 Taiwan

Eagle Chao, Md 300 Taiwan

Shui-Chuan Chao, Md 300 Taiwan

hsien-Neng Chen, Md 300 Taiwan

hsuan-Min Chen, Md 300 Taiwan

Li-Feng Chen, Md 300 Taiwan

“Our entire district supports LCIF

because we believe in improving

the lives of people everywhere.”

–hui-Yi Wu, district governor, 

district 300-E1, Md 300 Taiwan
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LCIF Executive Committee 2015-2016

Front row, from left: Chancellor Bob Corlew, First Vice President;

Joe Preston, LCIF Chairperson and Immediate Past International

President; Dr. Jitsuhiro Yamada, International President; Dr. Naresh

Aggarwal, Second Vice President

Back row, from left: Wing-Kun Tam, Board Appointee and Past 

International President; Barry J. Palmer, Vice Chairperson and 

Past International President; Manoj Shah, Board Appointee and

Past International Director

Not pictured: Shinji Kayamori, Secretary and Past International 

Director; Ching-Li Lee, Treasurer and Past International Director

Standard grants allow Lions to help communities through large-

scale projects that provide access to education, technology and

health care by addressing unmet humanitarian needs.

Core 4 grants support large-scale, predetermined projects that

qualify under one of four core service commitment program areas:

preserving sight, combating disability, promoting health and serving

youth. These areas include diabetes prevention and treatment, 

Special Olympics, and Lions Quest.

SightFirst grants support high-quality, sustainable projects that 

deliver eye care services, develop infrastructure, train personnel

and/or provide rehabilitation and education in underserved 

communities. Major concerns include cataract, river blindness, 

trachoma, uncorrected refractive error and diabetic eye disease.

Disaster grants help Lions support disaster relief operations. 

These grants are available for disaster preparedness, emergency 

relief, major catastrophes and community recovery. 

Grants provided through Designated Funds represent restricted 

donations for use towards a particular cause within LCIF’s core 

programs. These funds may only be used for the purpose designated.

Other grants include International Assistance Grants (IAGs),

which enable Lions clubs in developed countries to partner with

Lions clubs in lesser-developed regions on projects that make a 

real difference for communities.

Top 10 Contributing Districts

Country, District                    Donations (US$)

Japan, 334-A                        $1,264,445 

Republic of Korea, 354-D     $1,001,878 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-E1        $905,092 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-A2       $852,000 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-G2       $828,660 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-B2       $796,451 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-F          $739,691 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-C2       $724,033 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-B1       $700,758 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-G1       $667,083 

Top 10 Contributing Districts Per 
Member Average

Country, District                     Average Per 

                                              Member 

                                              Donation (US$)

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-E1         $431 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-B2         $365 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-F           $292 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-G1        $258 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-B1         $229 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-A2        $221 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-D1        $221 

Japan, 334-A                          $183 

Republic of Korea 354-D       $173 

MD 300 Taiwan, 300-A1        $170 

Top 10 Districts with the Largest 
Percentage Increase in Donations*

Country, District                        % Increase

China, 382                                3,002% 

India, 323-J                               1,695% 

Ecuador, G-1                             1,373% 

Honduras, D-6                          1,261% 

Ecuador, G-2                             931% 

Republic of Bangladesh, 

315-A2                                      919% 

Bolivia, S-2                                842% 

India, 321-C2                            800% 

Switzerland, 102-E                    658% 

Italy, 108-IB2                             548% 

*With a minimum donation of US$1,000 in 

2013-2014 and 2014-2015
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Help Us Bring Hope to Even More People
Every donation to LCIF makes a positive impact in this world of service.
You can help change a life by supporting LCIF at www.lcif.org/donate. 

You can change even more lives through service.

Serving with Fiscal Responsibility
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Lions Clubs International Foundation

STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Years ended June 30,

ASSETS                                          2016                   2015

   Cash and cash equivalents         $10,279,136            $9,882,749 

Accrued investment income 

receivable                             327,519       263,041 

Accounts receivable, net       73,956       15,644 

due from non-United States 

Lions Clubs districts              440,932       386,755 

due from The International 

Association of Lions Clubs    1,226,201       1,043,059 

Prepaid expenses                  332,327       273,351 

Inventory, net of reserve of 

$100,000 in 2016 and 

$89,000 in 2015                     624,237       511,034 

Investments                           290,832,184       302,132,608 

Property and equipment, net 450,801      446,362 

TOTAL ASSETS                          $304,587,293        $314,954,603 

LIABILITIES ANd NET ASSETS                        

Accounts payable                              $116,455               $163,301 

Accrued expenses                 242,731       242,904  

grants payable                      34,485,144       31,529,751  

Charitable gift annuities        176,030       207,291 

     Total liabilities                   35,020,360       32,143,247  

Net assets                                                         

     Unrestricted                      195,708,695       193,037,273  

     Temporarily restricted      73,358,238       89,274,083  

     Permanently restricted                   500,000                  500,000 

     Total net assets                 269,566,933       282,811,356  

TOTAL LIABILITIES ANd  

NET ASSETS                               $304,587,293        $314,954,603   

Lions Clubs International Foundation

STATEMENTS OF CASh FLOWS
Years ended June 30,

                                                           2016                    2015

Cash flows 

from operating activities                                               

Change in net assets                              $(13,244,423)           $(5,911,238)

Adjustments to reconcile 

change in net assets to net cash 

used in operating activities

     depreciation and amortization                   82,894                  47,487

     Net realized and unrealized 

     losses (gains) on investments                1,108,722         (4,219,214)

     Changes in operating assets 

     and liabilities

     Accrued investment income receivable  (64,478)                  136,414

     Accounts receivable                               (58,312)                     14,693 

     due from non-United States

     Lions Clubs districts                 (54,177)                   (25,523)

     due from The International 

     Association of Lions Clubs       (183,142)                 (862,158)

     Prepaid expense                      (58,976)         (37,555)

     Inventory                                  (113,203)         (113,251)

     Accounts payable and 

     accrued expenses                    (47,019)         (21,933)

     grants payable                         2,955,393         3,232,808 

     Charitable gift annuities           (31,261)         (9,177)

     Net cash used in 

     operating activities               (9,707,982)         (7,768,647)

Cash flows from 

investing activities

    Purchase of investments                      (68,935,763)         (191,190,913)

    Proceeds from sale of investments        79,127,465            195,874,979 

    Purchases of property and 

     equipment                                                  (87,333)            (92,909)

    Proceeds from sale of property 

     and equipment                                                      -               1,580 

     Net cash provided by 

     investing activities                     10,104,369            4,592,737 

Change in cash and 

cash equivalents                                       396,387         (3,175,910)

Cash and cash equivalents at 

beginning of year                                     9,882,749         13,058,659 

Cash and cash equivalents at 

end of year                                              $10,279,136             $9,882,749 

All figures in US$
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Lions Clubs International Foundation                                                       

STATEMENT OF ACTIvITIES                                        
Year ended June 30, 2016                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                   Temporarily                 Permanently                      

                                                                                                                Unrestricted                 restricted                     restricted                    Total

Contributions, gains and other support                                                                                                                                                                           

     Contributions                                                                                  $24,287,230              $15,196,963                                -            $39,484,193

     Change in value of charitable gift annuities         420                                -                                - 420

     Program revenue, net                                                                              303,019                                -                                -                  303,019

     Investment return, net                                                3,676,175     1,161                                -   3,677,336

     Net loss on currency exchange                               (299,250)                                 -                                -   (299,250)

     Other income                                                                          20,228                                -                                -   20,228

     Net assets released from restrictions                                       31,113,969     (31,113,969)                                -                              -   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Total contributions, gains and other support                     59,101,791     (15,915,845)                                -    43,185,946  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Expenses 

Program services                                                                                                                                      

grants                                                                                 42,221,841                                -                                -   42,221,841

SightFirst                                                                             2,261,848                                -                                -   2,261,848

Lions Quest                                                                         1,791,711                                -                                -   1,791,711

Other                                                                                   1,402,831                                -                                -   1,402,831

Administrative                                                                            4,179,536                                -                                -   4,179,536

development                                                                            4,572,602                                -                                -   4,572,602

                                                                                                                                    

Total expenses                                                                    56,430,369                                -                                - 56,430,369

ChANgE IN NET ASSETS                                                            2,671,422     (15,915,845)                                -    (13,244,423)

     

Net assets at beginning of year                                                    193,037,273      89,274,083                    500,000    282,811,356 

Net assets at end of year                                                                      $195,708,695             $73,358,238                  $500,000          $269,566,933  

All figures in US$
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